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SynopsisSynopsis
Current methods for detecting ischemic placental  disease are either invasive or have low sensit iv ity.  MRI can be used toCurrent methods for detecting ischemic placental  disease are either invasive or have low sensit iv ity.  MRI can be used to
non-invasively characterize t issue hypoxia with Rnon-invasively characterize t issue hypoxia with R * mapping.  However,  conventional  Cartesian MRI methods are sensit ive* mapping.  However,  conventional  Cartesian MRI methods are sensit ive
to motion art i facts due to maternal  and fetal  motion. In this study,  a non-Cartesian free-breathing 3D stack-of-radial  MRIto motion art i facts due to maternal  and fetal  motion. In this study,  a non-Cartesian free-breathing 3D stack-of-radial  MRI
technique (FB radial )  for Rtechnique (FB radial )  for R * mapping in the placenta during early gestation was investigated at 3T.  In 20 subjects,* mapping in the placenta during early gestation was investigated at 3T.  In 20 subjects,
placental  Rplacental  R * range,  accuracy,  repeatabi l i ty ,  spatial  variat ion,  and temporal  variat ion were analyzed. Results demonstrate* range,  accuracy,  repeatabi l i ty ,  spatial  variat ion,  and temporal  variat ion were analyzed. Results demonstrate
that FB radial  is  an accurate and repeatable technique for Rthat FB radial  is  an accurate and repeatable technique for R * mapping in the entire placenta.* mapping in the entire placenta.

IntroductionIntroduction
Ischemic placental disease (IPD) can lead to pre-eclampsia, fetal growth restriction, preterm labor, and spontaneous abortion . Detection of IPD
during early gestation may enable earlier intervention to improve outcomes. Current methods to detect IPD include invasive chorionic villous
sampling (CVS)  and non-invasive uterine artery Doppler (UA Doppler). However, CVS can cause complications and UA Doppler has low sensitivity
during early gestation . MRI may be able to detect IPD by characterizing hypoxia with R * maps . However, conventional R * mapping
techniques employ Cartesian sampling, which is sensitive to coherent aliasing artifacts caused by maternal respiratory motion, uterine contractions,
and fetal motion. Therefore, previous studies have used 2D breath-held Cartesian techniques, which limits the placental coverage, potentially
causing sampling bias and reducing repeatability . 3D stack-of-radial trajectories have greater robustness to motion artifacts, allowing for free-
breathing MRI . In this work, we propose and evaluate a free-breathing (FB) 3D stack-of-radial technique  for quantifying R * in the entire
placenta at 3T during early gestation.

MethodsMethods
FB Radial Sequence A bipolar multiecho gradient echo 3D stack-of-radial sequence with golden-angle ordering (FB radial) (F ig.  1aFig.  1a)  was
developed to improve robustness to motion and enable R * mapping of the entire placenta.

Experimental Design A phantom with an R * range of 5-70s  was scanned with FB radial and a multiecho gradient echo Cartesian sequence
(Cartesian) with matched imaging parameters (Table 1Table 1). With IRB approval and after obtaining informed consent, twenty pregnant subjects
(age=35.41±3.41years) without any known pregnancy complications were enrolled. Placenta scans were acquired with subjects in the feet-first
supine position at 3T (Skyra/Prisma, Siemens) using 2D T  HASTE  and FB radial sequences (Table 1Table 1). Each subject had scans performed at two
gestational age (GA) intervals of 14-18 weeks and 19-23 weeks (Fig.  1aFig.  1a). Two FB radial scans were acquired back-to-back in the same session to
assess repeatability.

Reconstruction FB radial and Cartesian images were reconstructed offline. FB radial reconstruction included gradient calibration and correction .
Signal model fitting for both FB radial and Cartesian was performed , a 7-peak fat model , and a single effective R * per voxel .

Analysis T  HASTE images were registered to FB radial images using Advanced Normalization Tools software . The entire placenta was contoured
on registered T  HASTE images and regions of interest (ROIs) were copied to FB radial images and R * maps (Fig.  1bFig.  1b). FB radial R * repeatability
was assessed by calculating the mean difference (MD), absolute mean difference (MD ), and coefficient of repeatability (CR). R * from the FB radial
scans performed at the two GA intervals were used to determine normalized mean R * at 16 and 21 weeks GA, mean coefficient of variation (CV) to
assess spatial variation, and mean change in R * over GA (ΔR *) to assess temporal variation. Subjects were analyzed together and also by placenta
implantation position (anterior or posterior). A two-sided t-test was performed to compare differences in mean R *, CV, and ΔR * between anterior
and posterior placenta positions (P<0.05 considered significant).

ResultsResults
FB radial provided accurate and repeatable R * quantification in a phantom (Fig.  2Fig.  2) compared to a reference Cartesian method. In pregnant
subjects, images were acquired without substantial motion or undersampling artifacts using FB radial (F ig.  3Fig.  3). FB radial R * had a range of 9-21s
and demonstrated repeatability with MD<1.2s , MD <1.75s  and CR<6s . The normalized mean R * at 16 and 21 weeks, CV, and ΔR * are shown
in Table 2Table 2. Higher CR and CV (P<0.05) were observed for the posterior placentas. Mean R * for posterior placentas tended to decrease as a
function of GA, while mean R * tended to increase for anterior placentas.

DiscussionDiscussion
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FB radial R * mapping demonstrated accuracy and repeatability in a phantom, and good repeatability in pregnant subjects. FB radial improves
patient comfort during MRI by not requiring breath-holding and accommodating maternal and fetal motion. By acquiring 3D R * maps throughout
the entire placenta, FB radial may reduce sampling bias and characterize spatial variation. FB radial R * had better repeatability in the first session
compared to the second one, particularly for posterior placentas. Variations may be due to fetal motion, which was observed in some repeated
scans. Ongoing work will include more subjects to achieve necessary power for significance and further investigation of spatial and temporal
variation. This study contributes to the understanding of R * in normal pregnancies during early gestation and may be extended to study IPD and
abnormal pregnancies for early detection and intervention. Previous studies at 1.5T during later GA showed significant R * changes in abnormal
pregnancies .

ConclusionConclusion
FB radial can provide accurate and repeatable R * mapping in the entire placenta of pregnant subjects at 3T. This technique allows for increased
comfort and may support early detection and monitoring of ischemic placental disease.
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FiguresFigures

Figure 1:  (a)Figure 1:  (a) N=20 pregnant subjects were recruited for this study and underwent an MRI scan session acquiring FB radial and T  HASTE images in
the range of 14-18 weeks and 19-23 weeks gestational age. FB radial was acquired twice to assess repeatability. (b)(b) T  HASTE images were
registered to FB radial images and the placenta was contoured with regions of interest (ROIs) drawn throughout the entire placenta volume. ROIs
were then copied to FB radial images and R * maps to determine the mean R *.

Figure 2:Figure 2: The ferumoxytol phantom with a R * range of 5-70s . (a)(a) Cartesian and (b)(b) radial R * maps (s ) acquired in the axial orientation. The
(c)(c) linear correlation and (d)(d) Bland-Altman analysis plots showed excellent agreement between radial scan 1 and scan 2 and Cartesian. Radial scan
1 and scan 2 were acquired back-to-back in the same session to assess repeatability.
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Table 1:Table 1: FB radial and T  HASTE MRI acquisition parameters for the placenta scans. R denotes the undersampling factor. *The gradient calibration
scan time of 61s is included.

Figure 3:Figure 3: T  HASTE, FB radial TE = 1.23 and R * maps (s ) of the placenta (green contours) from a representative subject in the axial and sagittal
reformat orientations. The dashed line indicates the position along the right-left direction for the sagittal orientation reformat (dashed box).

Table 2:Table 2: The normalized mean R * at 16 weeks and 21 weeks gestational age, temporal change in R * (ΔR *) and spatial coefficient of variation (CV)
for all subjects and subjects grouped by placenta implantation position (anterior or posterior). Mean R *, ΔR * and CV are reported as mean ±
standard deviation between subjects. For repeatability analysis, the mean difference (MD), absolute mean difference (MD ) and coefficient of
repeatability (CR) are reported for each GA range. *Statistically significant differences in CV between anterior and posterior placenta implantation
position (P < 0.05).
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